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“The legacy of the Lord, [is that] the Mass is the Sun of our lives and our treasure. We

love it due to the fact that it is substantially and principally of the Lord's institution. But

we love it also for the Church, to which Jesus entrusted its celebration, has transmitted

it to us down through the centuries by means of the various liturgical traditions. Because

the prayers and rites developed through the centuries in order to explain and manifest,

before the eyes of the entire Church, the unfathomable riches of the essential rite

bequeathed by the Lord... We cannot in any way forswear a heritage slowly built by the

faith of our fathers, their burning devotion, and the theological reflection around the

sacrament of the Passion of the Lord. In contact with the Mass of Saint Pius V - in which

we also contemplate the purest masterpiece of Western Civilization, hierarchical as well

as sacral - our souls lift up and our hearts expand, while our minds taste the most

authentic Eucharistic doctrine. This is why we wish to understand and love, at all times

more, the Traditional Mass, our treasure, and we will not cease to defend and advance

it.”

Abbé Frank Quoëx †
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FOREWORD

Dr. Peter Kwasniewski

With the rise in popularity of the classical Roman Rite, it is only fitting that a guide

should be available to assist the sacristan who plays such a vital role in preparing for

these ceremonies. While a number of ceremonials for the restoration of the Roman Rite

already exist—Adrian Fortescue’s Ceremonies of the Roman Rite Described comes

immediately to mind, as well as Baldeschi’s Esposizione Delle Sacre Cerimonie and even

Benedict XIII’s Memoriale Rituum of 1725—a sacristan’s guide is notably lacking. This

lacuna is all the more unfortunate in that a new generation of clergy and laity are

rediscovering the more venerable form of the Roman rite, namely, the Tridentine rite

properly so-called, prior to its progressive deformation at the hands of Pius XII and

John XXIII. For example, the authentic (or “pre-55”) Holy Week is returning to an

ever-increasing number of churches and chapels, and it is very different indeed from

Pacelli’s tampered-with version. The proper vigil of Pentecost furnishes another

example. The sacristan of a traditional parish needs to do his homework about the

variations and requirements for these older and fuller forms of the ceremonies.

With plentiful experience of the classical Roman Rite at his disposal, Nicholas Morlin

has done us all a service by creating the present guide as to how these liturgical

ceremonies should be prepared. I thank him for his effort and express my hope that this

work will come in handy at places where the traditional liturgy is the norm as well as

those that are yet to experience the solemn beauty of the classical Roman Rite.

The text goes beyond questions about the preparation of ceremonies (such as how many

candles should be on the altar for the Mass of the Presanctified, or how to make the

Triple Candle for the Paschal Vigil); it extends also to vestments as well as linens used

during liturgies, drawing upon authoritative sources concerning what is correct and

what is not in regard to various practices. After the Second Vatican Council, together

with the general carpet-bombing of Catholic doctrine and parish life, many of the

regulations that governed countless issues regarding the items necessary for liturgical

ceremonies were changed, or perhaps it would be more true to say, jettisoned or

forgotten as useless debris from a repudiated past. Since this attitude is unacceptable for

any Catholic who understands the honour due to ecclesiastical traditions and

monuments, the author wisely seeks to make the rules as they were traditionally known

and practiced, collated with the rules currently in force. We are living admittedly in a

confusing situation—two “forms” of the Roman rite, each with its own panoply of laws

and customs, straddling two editions of the Code of Canon Law—but we make the best

of a difficult situation by adhering to the more traditional and more universal ways,

which are for that reason safer and better.

Since this text is aimed at the sacristan of a parish church or functionally equivalent

chapel, it comments only briefly on Pontifical and Abbatial ceremonies, since these are

rare and require special expertise. The guide is directed at preparing not only for Holy

Week before the Pian reforms of 1955 but for the entire liturgical year in the form in

which it existed prior to the 1962 Missal of Pope John XXIII, that is, the 1920 typical
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edition of the Missale Romanum promulgated by Benedict XV and with its additions

under Pius XI.

As we see a younger generation stepping forward to embrace their inheritance as

Catholics, we can offer up thanks to Almighty God that He who inspired our great

liturgical tradition to begin with will not in the end abandon it, but will keep it alive in

the hearts of believers, and in their churches. This guide will play its modest part in

reversing the amnesia and indifference that have called down wrath upon our

sanctuaries, and counts as a step towards that long-overdue restoration of right and

worthy worship, by which we give to God that which befits His nature and our needs.

“To the only God our Saviour through Jesus Christ our Lord, be glory and magnificence,

empire and power, before all ages, and now, and for all ages of ages. Amen” (Jude 25).

 

                                                                                                        Peter A. Kwasniewski, Ph.D.

                                                                                                        December 21, 2020

                                                                                                        Feast of St. Thomas the Apostle
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NOTES ON THE REFERENCED TEXTS

This book contains footnotes in various places that provide references for the statements

given to allow for further research by the reader. The texts most referenced are the

decrees from the Sacred Congregation of Rites. These answers given by the Sacred

Congregation of Rites from 1588 until 1899, are listed in the first few volumes of

‘Decreta authentica Congregationis Sacrorum Rituum: ex actis eiusdem collecta

eiusque auctoritate promulgata sub auspiciis ss. Domini nostri Leonis Papae XIII’.

This was published in Rome by the Propaganda Fide Press. There are six volumes of the

Decrees with the last being published in 1912 and containing all decrees up until 1911.

All sources of later decrees can be found in the Acta Apostolicae Sedis. Since the latter

references decrees by date, I have done so when referencing the former. That is why all

sources for the Sacred Congregation of Rites are cited by the date of the decree rather

than the decree number. Another reason is that the numbering system of the decrees of

the congregation was modified after the turn of the twentieth century.

The Code of Canon Law quoted in this opus is the 1917 Code of Canon Law. Although

currently not in force, it provides a valuable insight into the classical Roman Rite. The

edition used was the ‘Codex Iuris Canonici Pii X Pontificis Maximi Iussu Digestus -

Benedicti Papae XV - Auctoritate Promulgatus Praefatione Emi Petri Card Gasparri’.

This edition was published in Rome in 1933 by Typis Polyglottis Vaticanis.

The Caeremoniale Episcoporum cited is the ‘Caeremoniale Episcoporum Clementis

VIII, Innocentii X et Benedicti XIII Iussu Editum Benedicti XIV et Leonis XIII

Auctoritate Recognitium, Editio Tertia post Typicam.’ This was originally published in

1886 by the Libreria Editrice Vaticana but was re-published under the reign of Pope

Pius XII by Marietti in 1948. The Instructio Clementia of Pope Clement XII is found in

the fourth volume of the aforementioned Decreta authentica. A 1950 reprint of the 1725

Memoriale Rituum of Pope Benedict XIII was cited. The Motu Proprio Pastorale Munus

by Pope Paul VI was accessed online on the Vatican Website in the official Latin edition.

All the sources that come from the Rubricæ generales Missalis and the Ritus Servandus

in Celebratione Missae are from the 1920 typical edition of the Roman Missal. All other

sources can be found in Denzinger’s Enchiridion Symbolorum unless specified.

A full bibliography of these sources can be found at the end of this book.
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SACRISTY

SACRED VESSELS

Sacred Vessels are the items that are used in liturgical ceremonies that hold the Body

and Blood of the Lord Jesus Christ. It is for this reason that the 1917 Code of Canon Law

stated that “chalices, patens, purificators, palls and corporals before being washed

should only be touched by the clerics who are responsible for maintaining them.”
1

Traditionally, those who were not clerics would use a glove or a veil to handle the vessels

if they needed to touch them.
2

The sacred vessels must be handled with great care and

respect lest they fall or become damaged.

List and Uses of Sacred Vessels

Item Names Uses

Chalice

Calix

Used only at Mass to hold the

Precious Blood.

2 However, the current code of Canon Law does not have any canons that correspond to the

aforementioned canon.

1
Canon 1306 §1 of the 1917 Code of Canon Law.
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Paten

Patena

Used to hold the Sanctissimum at

certain points during Mass.

Held by the Subdeacon at certain

points during Mass.

Ciborium

Plural: Ciboria

Used to contain wafers for

consecration at Mass.

Used at the distribution of Holy

Communion.

Used to reserve the Blessed

Sacrament in a tabernacle.
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Monstrance

Ostensorium

Used to expose the Blessed

Sacrament.

Used to give the blessing at public

Benediction of the Blessed

Sacrament.

Lunette

Lunula

Luna

Used to hold the Blessed Sacrament

that is to be put in a monstrance.

Placed in a monstrance at

Benediction and Exposition.

Lunette Case

Lunette Burse

Used to hold a Lunette when not in

a monstrance.
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Pyx Used to contain smaller Hosts to

take to the sick and dying.

This is carried around the neck in a

sleeve called a ‘Pyx Burse’.

SACRED VEILS

Certain liturgical items that require covering when they are in use. Here is a

non-comprehensive list of the different veils and covers needed in a church.

List and Uses of Sacred Veils

Item Name Use

Altar Frontal

Antependium

Used to cover the bottom of the

altar.

This is removed at the ‘Stripping

of the Altars’ of Maundy

Thursday.

Burse

Bursa

Used to hold the corporal when

being transported or not in use.
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Chalice Veil This is used to veil the chalice

during certain parts of the Mass.

Monstrance Veil

Exposition Veil

Veiling the monstrance when not

in use.

Ciborium Veil Veiling a ciborium when it

contains the Blessed Sacrament.

Tabernacle Veil

Conopaeum

Veiling a tabernacle when it

contains the Blessed Sacrament.

This is as much a sign of the

Blessed Sacrament being present

than the burning Sanctuary

Lamp.

Usually, there is also an interior

veil of white silk on the inside of

the tabernacle. This is a common

custom around the world.
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VESTMENTS

Vestments play an important role in liturgical functions as they describe the feast that is

being celebrated. For instance, the dalmatic and tunicle are vestments that symbolise

hope and joy. This is why they are replaced by folded chasubles on days of mourning

and penance. However, at a Requiem Mass, the dalmatic and tunicle are still worn to

symbolise the hope that one ought to have in the Resurrection of the Dead. Another

example is that the maniple is only worn for Mass and never at any other celebration,

even for Benediction that follows immediately after Mass. There are many ways in which

vestments give a deeper insight into the liturgy.

The Vestments of Priests, Deacons and Subdeacons in the Roman Rite

Amice - Amictus

This is a short rectangular piece of linen with

strings attached on two ends. It is the first

vestment worn by the Sacred Ministers for Mass.

Vesting Prayer
3
:

Impone, Domine, capiti meo galeam salutis, ad

expugnandos diabolicos incursus.

Place upon me, O Lord, the helmet of salvation,

that I may overcome the assaults of the devil.

Alb - Alba

This is a long garment that is to cover the priest’s

body completely.

Vesting Prayer:

Dealba me, Domine, et munda cor meum; ut, in

sanguine Agni dealbatus, gaudiis perfruar sempiternis.

Purify me, O Lord, and cleanse my heart, so that, washed

in the Blood of the Lamb, I may enjoy eternal bliss.

3
The vesting prayers for the Celebrant of the Mass are found in the Roman Missal and must be said. The vesting

prayers for the Deacon and Subdeacon are found in the Pontifical Vesting Prayers and are customarily said by the

Deacon and Subdeacon.
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Cincture - Cingulum

This is a rope used to girdle the sacred minister’s alb.

Vesting Prayer:

Præcinge me, Domine, cingulo puritatis, et exstingue in

lumbis meis humorem libidinis; ut maneat in me virtus

continentiæ et castitatis.

Gird me, O Lord, with the cincture of purity, and quench in my

heart the fire of concupiscence, that the virtue of continence

and chastity may abide in me.

Maniple - Manipulus

This is a small piece of fabric that is attached to the left arm of the Sacred Minister. This

vestment is only used for Mass.

Vesting Prayer:

Merear, Domine, portare manipulum fletus et doloris; ut

cum exsultatione recipiam mercedem laboris.

May I deserve, O Lord, to bear the maniple of weeping and

sorrow, that I may receive the reward for my labors with

rejoicing.
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Stole - Stola

This is worn by both the priest and the deacon. The priest

wears this around the neck and crossed over his chest. The

deacon wears his stole over his left shoulder and joins at his

hip.

Vesting Prayer:

Redde mihi, Domine, stolam immortalitatis, quam perdidi in

prævaricatione primi parentis: et, quamvis indignus accedo

ad tuum sacrum mysterium, merear tamen

gaudium sempiternum.

Restore unto me, O Lord, the stole of immortality, which was

lost through the guilt of our first parents: and, although I am

unworthy to approach Thy sacred Mysteries, nevertheless

grant unto me eternal joy.

Chasuble - Casula, Planeta, Paenula

The chasuble is a large vestment that is

worn by the celebrant of the Mass. The

chasuble comes in many different styles

and designs. The chasuble is used only at

Mass.

Vesting Prayer:

Domine, qui dixisti: Jugum meam suave

est et onus meum leve: fac, ut istud

portare sic valeam, quod

consequar tuam gratiam. Amen.

O Lord, Who said, “My yoke is easy and

My burden light”: grant that I may bear

it well and follow after

Thee with thanksgiving. Amen.
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Dalmatic - Dalmatica

The dalmatic is a long dress with sleeves that

is worn by the Deacon at some liturgical

ceremonies. The dalmatic usually has two

bars across the chest.

Vesting Prayer:

Indue me, Domine, indumento salutis et

vestimento lætitiæ; et dalmatica justitiæ

circumda me semper.

Lord, endow me with the garment of

salvation, the vestment of joy; and with the

dalmatic of justice ever encompass me.

Tunic - Tunicula

The tunicle is the same as the dalmatic except it is worn by a Subdeacon. As opposed to

the dalmatic, this usually only has one bar on the front. In some

places, it is the custom that a cross-bearer may wear a tunicle in

processions.

Vesting Prayer:

Tunica jucunditatis, et indumento

lætitiae induat me Dominus.

May the Lord clothe me in the tunicle of

delight, and the garment of rejoicing.
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Humeral Veil

This is used at Mass by the Subdeacon to hold the paten. It is also

used at Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament by the Celebrant when

giving the blessing with the monstrance or ciborium. The veil is also

used for transporting the Blessed Sacrament from one place to

another.

Cope

This is a large cape-like vestment that is worn on various liturgical

occasions outside of Mass. The cope is sometimes worn by the

familiares at Pontifical Masses as well by cantors at

Vespers.

Folded Chasuble – Planeta Plicata

This is worn by the Deacon and Subdeacon

during certain penitential times. It is

sometimes worn at processions. It is

essentially a chasuble that has been folded at

the front.
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Broad Stole – Stola Latior

This is worn by the Deacon at Masses in which he wears a folded

chasuble.

Biretta

This is the hat worn by all the Sacred Ministers for processions to

and from the Altar. It is also used by the Sacred Ministers in some

processions.

Priests in orders such as the Dominicans, Franciscans and

Benedictines, require their priests to not wear birettas. Priests of

these orders wear habits with hoods, and it is a liturgical

requirement for whatever protruding

clothing to be covered by the amice.

This also doubles as a head-covering

instead of the biretta.
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Folded Chasubles and the Broad Stole

Folded chasubles are worn by the deacon and subdeacon on days of penance and

fasting. Folded chasubles are used on all the ferial days during Lent and Advent, and all

Sundays except Gaudete Sunday and Laetare Sunday. The broad stole is worn by the

deacon at the singing of the Gospel until the end of the ablutions. It is only worn when

the deacon is wearing a folded chasuble for the Mass. The following is a list of ways that

describe how to make folded chasubles and the broad stole from different cuts of

chasubles.

How to make Folded Chasubles and the Broad Stole

Creating Folded Chasubles from Gothic and Conical Chasubles

Ancient Style

The first is ‘Ancient’ style. This is where their chasuble has a

‘rolled’ look. This is an ancient style of folded chasubles. In order to

fold a chasuble in this way, simply lay the chasuble flat with the

front upwards. Then roll the bottom of the chasuble slowly until it

reaches a few centimeters below the neckline of the vestment.

Temporarily pin the vestment using safety pins. This by either

getting another person to wear the vestment or by hanging it on a

coat hanger, proceed to pin in place the ‘roll’ of the vestment. It is

easier to work from the centre of the ‘roll’ and work one’s way

outwards. The ‘roll’ should gradually decrease from the centre and

therefore evenly decline to give a simple arch look.

Straight Fold Style

This is the simplest way to make a folded

chasuble. Lay the vestment flat on a surface. Fold the front of the

vestment behind itself so that the crease is at the halfway point

between the neckline and the bottom length of the entire chasuble.

Pin the former bottom edge of the chasuble with safety pins.

If the vestment is long after folding the chasuble the first time, fold

the former bottom edge of the chasuble again but towards the

bottom of the chasuble and pin it from there. Then allow someone to

try the vestment on and find any loose areas and pin them.
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Eastern Style

The next type of folded chasuble is the eastern style. This is called

‘Eastern’ as it looks similar to the chasuble that is worn by the priests

of the Eastern Churches. This style of the folded chasuble is impossible

to make without cutting and sewing a chasuble. This would be made

by cutting a curve into the upper third of the vestment, then creating a

hemline.

Creating Folded Chasubles with Roman Chasubles

No matter the cut of the Roman Chasuble, there is

only one way in order to make it into a folded

chasuble. Firstly, lay the chasuble flat on a bench with the front side

up. Fold the front of the vestment behind itself so that there is about

10cms between the bottom of the neckline and the former bottom of

the chasuble and proceed to pin it. Next, allow someone to try the

folded chasuble on and elevate hands to see if it holds and also if the

design looks correct.

Creating the Broad Stole

The broad stole is relatively simple to make. Lay a chasuble

diagonally on a flat surface. Then, use a piece of cloth the same

colour as the chasuble and attach it via safety pins around the hole

for the head in the chasubles. This ensures a neater looking

chasuble. If the vestment is a gothic or conical cut, fold the sides

inwards to create a large rectangle. Connect one edge of the

rectangle to the other with safety pins. Try the vestment on to see if

it holds and pin more if necessary. It should be worn so that the join

between the ends of the rectangle (and therefore the covered head

hole) is on the shoulder of the deacon. A broad stole can be made

with a Roman Chasubles. To do this, a Roman Chasuble is laid out
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entirely flat. In the same manner as mentioned before, a piece of cloth is used to cover

the hole for the head. Then it is worn over the shoulder and attached at the hip. This

design would not look as good as the design using a gothic chasuble as it would look

quite big and can look quite ridiculous. It would be better if the Roman Chasuble were

folded in half when fully extended, however this would damage the vestment

permanently. It is for this reason I recommend using a gothic or conical chasuble for the

broad stole.

Decorated Albs

One will often find that some places will adorn certain

vestments with different things. The most popular among this

is lace, which is often used to adorn albs. However, in some

places, it is not custom to use lace. A more medieval alternative

to this would be apparels. These are patches that cover the

wrists, head and legs of the alb. They are to represent the

wounds of Christ. These can be attached to the alb with velcro

or buttons. Another alternative is having the bottom of albs

decorated with coloured thread in some design.
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The Vestments of Servers in the Roman Rite

In most places, it is the norm that servers wear a cassock and surplice for Mass and

other liturgical ceremonies. The surplice should be worn by servers who have not

received the tonsure.
4 5

However, in some places, it is customary that servers wear the

amice, alb and cincture over the cassock instead of the surplice. Elsewhere, there is a use

of both surplices and albs to differentiate between the roles of the servers at Mass. One

should follow one’s own genuine local custom.

5
Sacred Congregation of Rites, 23 November 1906.

4
Ritus Celebrandi Missam Secundum Rubricas Missalis Romani et Decreta Sacrae Rituum

Congregationis: In Usum Clericorum ad S. Presbyteratus Ordinem Adspirantium, II, §1.
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The Vestments and Items of a Bishop and Abbot in the Roman Rite

As well as wearing the liturgical vestments of a Priest, Deacon and Subdeacon, a bishop

and an abbot have some vestments and items that are unique to them.

Pontifical Buskins - Caligae

These are pontifical stockings.

Vesting Prayer:

Calcea, Domine, pedes meos in praeparationem evangelii

pacis, et protege me in velamento alarum tuarum.

Shod my feet, Lord, unto the preparation of the gospel of

peace, and protect me under the cover of thy wings.

Pectoral Cross - Crux Pectoralis

This is a cross worn by some prelates. The colour of the cord depends on the rank of the

prelate.

Green and Gold: Archbishops, Bishops, and Abbots.

Red and Gold: Cardinals.

Gold: Popes.

Vesting Prayer:

Munire digneris me, Domine Jesu Christe, ab omnibus

insidiis inimicorum omnium, signo sanctissimae Crucis

tuae: ac concedere digneris mihi indigno servo tuo, ut sicut

hanc Crucem, Sanctorum tuorum reliquiis refertam, ante

pectus meum teneo, sic semper mente retineam et

memoriam passionis, et sanctorum victorias Martyrum.

Deign Thou, Lord Jesus Christ, to guard me, from all the snares of every enemy, by the

sign of Thy most holy Cross: and deign Thou to grant to me, Thy unworthy servant, that

as I hold before my breast this Cross with the relics of Thy Saints within it, so may I ever

keep in mind the memory of the Passion, and the victories of the Holy Martyrs.
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Pontifical Gloves - Chirothecae

These are gloves worn by Bishops and Abbots during different liturgical ceremonies.

Vesting Prayer:

Circumda, Domine, manus meas munditia novi hominis, qui de

caelo descendit; ut, quemadmodum Jacob dilectus tuus pelliculis

hoedorum opertis manibus, paternam benedictionem, oblato patri

cibo potuque gratissimo, impetravit; sic et oblata per manus

nostras salutaris hostia, gratiae tuae benedictionem mereatur.

Per Dominum nostrum Jesum Christum Filium tuum, qui in

similitudinem carnis peccati pro nobis obtulit semetipsum.

Place upon my hands, Lord, the cleanliness of the new man, that

came down from heaven; that, just as Jacob Thy beloved, covering his hands with the

skins of goats, and offering to his father most pleasing food and drink, obtained his

father’s blessing, so also may the saving victim offered by our hands, merit the blessing

of Thy grace. Through our Lord Jesus Christ, Thy Son, Who in the likeness of sinful flesh

offered Himself for us.

Mitre - Mitra

This is the headwear of bishops and mitred abbots. It is worn by bishops and mitred

abbots no matter if they have jurisdiction.

There are three types of mitres; mitra pretiosa (the precious mitre), mitra aurifrigiata

(the gold mitre) and mitra simplex (the simple mitre). The first two are used at Mass

and the last is primarily used at the consecration of a bishop, at all Requiem Masses,

Good Friday and the blessing of candles at Candlemas.

Vesting Prayer:

Mitram, Domine, et salutis galeam impone capiti meo; ut

contra antiqui hostis omniumque inimicorum meorum

insidias inoffensus evadam.

Place upon my head, Lord, the mitre and helmet of

salvation; that I may go forth unhindered against the snares

of the ancient foe, and of all my enemies.
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Pontifical Ring - Annulus

This is worn by certain prelates. When wearing gloves, it is always worn over the gloves.

It is removed for any hand washing.

The jewel on the ring varies based on the rank of the wearer.

Bishops and Abbots: Amethyst.

Cardinals: In former times, this was usually Sapphire. However, the

popes have the authority to determine the design of the ring. The

current design is a gold ring without a jewel.

Popes: This is the ‘Fisherman’s Ring’ and is usually gold with an image of St Peter in a

fishing boat.

Vesting Prayer:

Cordis et corporis mei, Domine, digitos virtute decora, et septiformis Spiritus

sanctificatione circumda.

Adorn with virtue, Lord, the fingers of my body and of my heart, and place upon

them the sanctification of the sevenfold Spirit.

Crozier - Baculus Pastoralis

The crozier is a symbol of jurisdiction. It is given to bishops as well as mitred

abbots. It is used by Bishops and Abbots in their territory.

Pallium

This is a vestment worn over the chasuble only by some

Archbishops and the Pope.
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Pontifical Sandals - Sandalia, Compagi

These are shoes worn by Bishops on certain occasions. They

come in all liturgical colours except black.

Storage of Vestments

To ensure the longest possible life of vestments, it is

necessary to store them with great care. Hanging

heavy vestments on coat hangers eventually will wear

out the top of the vestment and can cause tearing over

time. Therefore, it is best to store all vestments so that

they lay flat. This ensures no permanent creasing and

no tearing of the vestment over time. For long term

storage of vestments, it would be wise to place

mothballs within the area. This will stop insects from

ruining vestments. If vestments need to be folded,

they should be folded in such a way to have as few

folds as possible. Folds should not be on heavily

embroidered surfaces as it may cause damage to the

embroidery. Vestments in draws should be checked

often to ensure that they do not get bunched up at the

back of the drawer. This happens in drawers in frequent use as the inertia from closing

the drawers, especially if done forcefully, causes the vestments to slide to the back. This

could create creases if the vestments are left like that for a long time.
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LINENS

The linens used at liturgical ceremonies are blessed before their use and thus should be

handled with care. They should also be treated with great respect as some of them have

touched the Blessed Sacrament. These are the items in a sacristy that will require the

most attention as they will need constant washing. The correct manner of disposing of

linens is to burn them and then bury them. If any linen has holes, they should be

repaired immediately or disposed of correctly.

List and Description of Linens used at Liturgical Ceremonies

Item Name Description & Use How to fold

Corporal A square with a cross at

the bottom centre.

Folded into nine squares.

Holds the Sanctissimum

during Mass.

Placed beneath the

monstrance at

Exposition.

- Divide the linen

into thirds from

the bottom up

and the top

down. You

should be left

with a

rectangle.

- Then fold in the

right side to the

centre and then

the left side to

the centre

which should be

on top of the

previous fold.

Purificator A rectangular linen with

a cross in the centre.

Folded into a small

rectangle.

Used at Mass with the

chalice.

- Divide the

rectangle into

thirds

lengthwise. It

does not matter

if the top or

bottom are

folded first.

- Fold in half

with the cross

in the centre of

the fold.
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Amice A rectangular piece of

linen that has strings on

two ends.

A vestment used by the

Celebrant, Deacon and

Subdeacon at Mass.

- Simply fold the

rectangle in half

vertically and

then fold it in

half again

vertically.

- Then fold from

the bottom up

in half and

repeat.

- Wrap the

strings around

the amice and

then tuck them

in under the

strings.

Lavabo

Towel

A rectangle sometimes

with a cross in the

corner.

Folded in half multiple

times

Used at the Lavabo at

Mass.

- Fold the linen

in half.

- Repeat three

times.

Pall A linen sleeve with a

cross in the centre.

The sleeve typically

houses a piece of

cardboard.

Used to cover the chalice

at certain parts during

Mass.

- Needs no

special storage.
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The Houseling Cloth

In some places, it is the custom that at the distribution of Holy Communion, that as well

as using the communion plate, that a large cloth is held below the mouths of the

communicants. This is found in the Roman Missal of 1920.
6

This cloth is to be of white

linen.
7

The Missal says that it is to be rolled out at the recitation of the confiteor by

Deacon, that is to mean the second confiteor. In most places, this has been replaced by a

long linen cloth that is laid on the communion rails. This should be laundered in the

same way as a corporal lest even the smallest particle of the Blessed Sacrament be

desecrated.

Laundering Linens

The 1917 Code of Canon Law stated that “The first washing of purificators etc. should

only be undertaken by a cleric of the higher orders.”
8

This is because the linens had

touched the Sanctissimum and therefore they should only be touched by those who have

consecrated hands. However, the current rule stipulated that the Ordinary has the

authority to permit other persons for the first washing of linens.
9

After performing the first washings of the linens, the water is then disposed of in a

sacrarium or onto the earth. From here, it is better to separate the linens into separate

laundry bags for convenient washing. It is highly recommended to separate each amice

into separate laundry bags as this prevents the strings on all the amices being tangled

and causing damage to the linens. For lace, using a laundry bag is essential as it prevents

tearing and damage.

The linen vestments worn at liturgical ceremonies should be washed frequently. These

include the amice, alb and surplice. These should be whitened frequently so that they

remain a crystal white colour and do not yellow. These should be ironed after being

washed.

9
Motu Proprio Pastorale Munus of Paul VI and Acta Apostolicae Sedis 56 (1964).

8
Canon 1306 §2 of the 1917 Code of Canon Law.

7
Ibid.

6
Ritus Servandus in Celebratione Missae, X, 6.
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CEREMONIAL ITEMS

The following items are used for various liturgical functions throughout the year.

List and Uses of Ceremonial Items

Item Name Use

Holy Water Bucket

Aspersorium and

Aspergillum

Situla

Asperges ceremony before

the principal Mass on

Sundays.

The blessings of objects,

people or places.

Altar Cards Always in a set of three.

Contains various texts

from the Missal.

Used only for Mass.

The Gospel Side Card

contains the beginning of

the Gospel of St John.

The Middle Card contains

some texts from the Canon

Missase.

The Epistle Side Card

contains the Lavabo psalm

for the washing of hands.
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Thurible

Censer

Thuribulum

Solemn or Sung Mass.

Benediction and

Exposition of the Blessed

Sacrament.

Blessing of certain objects.

Absolutions after a

Requiem Mass.

Vespers.

Processions.

Incense Boat

Navicella

Navicula

Acerra

Used when the thurible is

used.

Canopy Processions of the Blessed

Sacrament.

Sometimes held over a

bishop in processions.
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Missal Stand For Mass and certain

blessings immediately

before Mass such as Ashes

for Ash Wednesday and

Palms for Palm Sunday.

A cushion may always

substitute for a Missal

Stand.

Bugia

Scotula

Palmatorium

Hand Candle

At pontifical ceremonies

next to the book from

which the bishop is reading

or singing.

Processional Cross

Processional Crucifix

This is a crucifix attached

to the top of a  long rod.

All processions, including

Mass and Eucharistic

processions.
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Torch

Funalia

Held by torchbearers (also

called caeroferarii) during

Mass and Benediction of

the Blessed Sacrament.

Umbraculum

Liturgical Umbrella

Used for short processions

of the Blessed Sacrament.

Acolyte Candlestick Held by the acolytes at

Solemn or Sung Mass.
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Sanctus Bell

Hand Bell

Campanula

Squilla

The ringing of bells at

Mass.

When the Blessed

Sacrament is being moved.

Communion Plate Held by the server at the

distribution of Holy

Communion to ensure the

Sanctissimum does not fall

and also to collect any

particles of the Blessed

Sacrament that may fall at

this time.

Ablution cup

Ablution vase

Used by the Celebrant to

cleanse his fingers when

handling the Blessed

Sacrament outside Mass.

Lavabo Set

Basin and Ewer (A larger

version is used for a

Bishop.)

Lavabo at Mass.
10

Washing of hands after

various blessings such as

Candles at Candlemas.

Cruets Set Used only for water and

wine at all Masses.

10
In some places, it is customary to use the water cruet as well as the tray for the Lavabo at Mass. In other

places, it is the custom to have a separate set of items for the Lavabo.
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Liturgical Books

Each sacristy should have an area in which there is a place for the storage of books.

Liturgical books are essential for the celebration of ceremonies in the Roman Rite.

Therefore, they must be kept and treated respectfully. The following is a list of books

that sacristies should have.

Missale Romanum

This is the book that contains all the texts necessary for the celebration of Mass. It also

contains various blessings of items that immediately precede Mass, such as Palms and

Ashes. Ideally, there should be multiple copies of the Missale Romanum should the

book be worn out.

Breviarium Romanum

This contains the entire Divine Office of the Church for the entire liturgical year. This

would be used at all liturgical celebrations of the Divine Office.

Rituale Romanum

This book contains the text for many blessings as well as the ceremonies for all

sacraments besides Holy Mass. The Rituale may be in Latin, English or both languages.

Pontificale Romanum

The Pontificale contains all the ceremonies that are performed by a bishop. Examples of

this include Confirmation and Holy Orders.

Liturgical Ordo

This is a book that contains a liturgical calendar with the Mass and Office to be said on

the day. This assists the sacristan in knowing what colour vestments should be prepared

for various feasts. An important thing to note is that liturgical Ordos will change

depending on the diocese.. Traditionally, dioceses will publish their own liturgical ordo,

but some traditional groups will publish their own which can be used as a supplement if

a diocesan ordo is not available.

Caeremoniale Episcoporum

This contains all the ceremonies to be celebrated by Bishops. This includes Mass and the

Divine Office.

Epistolarium

This is a book that only contains the Epistles and Lessons of every Mass in the liturgical

year. The Epistolarium is used by the subdeacon at Solemn Mass as well as lectors at

Sung Masses.
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Evangeliarium

This is a book that only contains all the Gospels of every Mass in the liturgical year. The

Evangeliarium is used by the Deacon at Solemn Mass.

Graduale Romanum

This is a musical text that contains all chants necessary for the choir at a Sung or Solemn

Mass.

Liber Usualis

This is a book that contains the musical notation that is an amalgamation of all chants

necessary for the choir at Mass and parts of the Divine Office for the entire liturgical

year.

Liber Brevior

This book contains all the chants necessary for Mass.

Officium Hebdomadae Maioris

This contains all the necessary texts for Holy Week taken from the Breviary and the

Missal.

Canon Episcopalis

This contains the ordinary of the Mass from the Offertory until the end of Mass. This is

used in the place of altar cards by a Bishop at a pontifical Mass.

Memoriale Rituum

This contains the modification of ceremonies in order to take place in smaller churches.
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SANCTUARY

The Sanctuary is the holiest place in the church as it is where the Blessed Sacrament

resides. For this reason, it should be kept clean and tidy. Whenever passing the

tabernacle, the sacristan must genuflect. Whenever passing an altar on which the

Blessed Sacrament is not reserved, a profound bow is needed.

BASIC DESIGN OF THE SANCTUARY AND QUIRE IN A PARISH CHURCH
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ALTAR

The Altar in a church should always be a place of great reverence in awe since it is the

place on which the Sacrifice takes place. Therefore, whenever passing an altar with a

tabernacle, one genuflects. However, when passing an altar without a tabernacle, one is

to bow.

The permitted materials for altars are stone or wood. However, the altar stone that

contains the relics of martyrs must be made of stone. A consecrated altar has five

crosses, one in each corner as well as one in the centre. These crosses were anointed and

then burnt into the altar with candles and incense at the rite of consecration for the

altar.

The Components of an Altar

The large flat slab of the altar is called the mensa and should be treated with great

respect as it houses the relics of martyrs. On some altars, there are gradines, these are

shelves on the mensa. Behind the altar, there is often a wall-like structure, this is called

the reredos.

On some altars, built into the reredos is a small niche. This is called a throne and it used

to hold the Monstrance when the Blessed Sacrament is solemnly exposed. In some

places, there is a large canopy on top of the altar, this is called a baldacchino or

ciborium.

There are two types of altars: the fixed altar and the movable altar. The fixed altar is

permanently fixed to the floor and therefore cannot be moved. The moveable altar is

simply a singular altar stone. The latter is useful for travelling priests. All altars need to

be consecrated before use. For a fixed altar, the entire structure is consecrated, for a

moveable altar, only the stone is consecrated. However, in modern times the use of an

antimension is tolerated.
11

The side at which the epistle is read is called the epistle side of the altar. And the side at

which the Gospel is proclaimed is called the Gospel side.

11
Motu Proprio Pastorale Munus of Paul VI.
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The Requirements for an Altar

Each altar must have at least a crucifix, two candles and altar linens. The crucifix is to be

at the centre of the altar and visible to all present who are assisting at Mass.
12

It is

generally accepted that if directly behind the altar is a depiction of the Crucifixion on a

painting, this will suffice of a crucifix for the Mass. The requirement regarding candles

and a crucifix is the same as High Altars as well as Side Altars. All altars are raised by

several steps from the ground. The usual number of steps is three, however, any odd

number of steps will suffice.

All altars must have three linen cloths covering them. The bottom two linens are to

cover only the mensa, while the upper cloth is to cover the mensa as well as drape over

the sides of the mensa and almost touch the ground. Some altars will have a vesper

cloth. This is simply a cloth that extends over the mensa that protects it from dust and

wax. This is removed for the celebration of liturgical functions. Most altars will have a

tabernacle built into them. If the tabernacle houses the Blessed Sacrament, it is to be

veiled with a tabernacle veil that is the liturgical colour of the day. The interior of the

tabernacle is lined gold or silk with a corporal on the bottom. There is also an interior

curtain of white silk.

Flowers may adorn altars on major feasts and celebrations but should not be present

during the seasons of Lent and Advent (except for Laetare Sunday and Gaudete Sunday)

as well as Requiems. Flowers are not to be placed on the mensa of the altar but rather on

the gradines. The Caeremoniale Episcoporum suggests small vases of flowers to adorn

the altar on major feasts
13

and Benedict XIII suggests them on large feasts.
14

Relics may

also be placed on the gradines of the altar in the same manner as flowers.
15

Side Altars

A common feature of churches built in the traditional manner is the addition of side

altars or side chapels. These altars are ordinarily located on the sides of the sanctuary

and in some churches, along the nave as well. These altars are to be consecrated as well

and should have at least two candles, an altar crucifix as well as three linen cloths. It is

useful as well that one is to have a tabernacle that can be used for reserving the Blessed

Sacrament for Pontifical Masses.

15
Constitution Auctorem Fidei of Pius VI.

14
Memoriale Rituum of Benedict XIII.

13
Caeremoniale Episcoporum, I, XII, 12.

12
Sacred Congregation of Rites, 17 September 1822.
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FURNITURE OF THE SANCTUARY

Credence Table

This is the small table on the Epistle Side of the sanctuary. It

is used to hold all the items necessary for Mass. It should

have a white linen cloth that reaches to the ground.
16

A niche

in the wall is also permitted as a credence table.

Sedilia (Scamnum)

This is located on the epistle side in the centre of the

sanctuary. Ideally, it should be a series of three stools or a

bench with no backing. It is where the Sacred Ministers sit at certain times during Mass.

Faldstool

This is a chair with armrests but no backing. It is used only by a bishop and during

Pontifical ceremonies when the bishop celebrating is not the Ordinary of the territory.

The Ordinary may use it if he wishes. This is shaped like an ‘X’ and when in use, is

located in front of the altar on the Epistle side.

Throne

This is a chair that is used by the Ordinary or a prelate with jurisdiction for

various liturgical functions. It is found at cathedrals and can be set up for

Pontifical functions at churches. Accompanying the throne is a canopy. The

cushions on the throne, as well as the canopy, should match according to some

liturgical commentators.

Kneeler/Prie-Dieu/Genuflexorium

This is a structure used to assist in kneeling. It often has two cushions, one for

resting one’s knees and another for the resting of one’s arms.

Lectern/Legile

This is a stand used for holding a book for the recitation of the Office, the

singing of the propers for Mass by the schola cantorum and in some places, for the

chanting the Epistle and Gospel during Mass.

Communion Rails

These are the rails that lie between the sanctuary and the nave. These are used

primarily for the distribution of Holy Communion. In some places, there is a cloth that

lies on top of the rails, this is a reference to the houseling cloth.

16
Caeremoniale Episcoporum, II, XXV, 2.
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CANDLES

Candles have been used at Mass since antiquity. The use of candles is a tradition that

has been handed down to us through the centuries by our forefathers in the faith.

Candles symbolise Christ, Who is the light of the world and Who purifies the soul.

1.Solemn Mass Candle. 2. Low Mass Candle. 3. Sanctus Candle. 4. Candelabra Magna or

Standard Candle

General Rules regarding Candles

Mass can never be celebrated without candles, even if the purpose of Mass is for

Viaticum, or allowing people to attend a Mass on a holy day of obligation.
17

It is only in

extreme circumstances or by an indult given by the Holy See that Mass can be offered

without candles. Bleached candles may be used throughout the entire liturgical year

except for the seasons of Lent, Advent, Tenebrae and the Mass of the Presanctified. The

17
Sacred Congregation of Rites, 7 September 1850
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only exception to this rule would be for solemn feasts on certain occasions during

Advent and Lent, as well as Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament.
18

If an altar has

gradines, candles should be placed on them instead of the mensa.

Candlesticks are to be made of metal or wood
19

. It was an old Roman custom that the

Solemn Mass candles on the High Altar would be in gradual heights, with the

tallest candles closest to the crucifix. However, a popular contemporary custom

is that the candles are all the same height. Candle followers are small objects,

usually of brass or glass, that are placed on top of candle to allow them to burn

evenly and not be affected by any wind.

Storage of Candles

During warmer climates, it is not unusual for candles to bend slightly or even

melt if the temperature is high enough. In order to combat this, all beeswax

candles should be stored in a cool, dark place. To assist with this, wrapping

candles in wax paper will ensure that they are less likely to deform.

Beeswax Content

The Paschal Candle, the High Mass Candles, the Low Mass Candles and the

Sanctus Candle are to be ex cera apum saltem in maxima parte (in greatest

part or mostly of beeswax). All other candles are to be made in majori vel

notabili quantitate ex eadem cera (in a notable part beeswax)
20

. Candles that

are made entirely of any other material such as tallow
21

, stearin
22

and other

similar materials are forbidden. One exception is that missionaries in Oceania

are able to use candles made from the wax of sperm whales.
23

The Holy See no longer

regulates on such issues and has given the entire authority on the matter to episcopal

conferences. Sacristans must look at the regulations set forth from their local episcopal

conference and follow them. The Bishops of England and Wales decreed in 1906 that the

Paschal Candle, the six candles used at Solemn Mass, the two candles used at Low Mass

and all the candles necessary for benediction must be of at least 67% beeswax whilst all

other candles be at least 25% beeswax.

23
Sacred Congregation of Rites 7 September 1850.

22
Sacred Congregation of Rites 4 September 1875.

21
Sacred Congregation of Rites 10 December 1857.

20
Sacred Congregation of Rites, 14 December 1904.

19
Wood is customarily used at Requiem Masses.

18
For the funeral of a baptised infant, bleached candles are still used.
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The Number of Candles needed for each Liturgical Function

Liturgical Function Number of Candles

Divine Office Chanting of the Office: 6.

Recitation of the Office: 2 or 4 (depending

on custom).

Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament Forty Hours Devotion: At least 20.
24

Public Exposition: At least 5
25

but the

general principle is 12.

Private Exposition (ciborium): At least

6.
26

Pontifical Mass by the Ordinary Solemn High Mass: 7.

Solemn High Requiem Mass: 6.

Low Mass: 2 or 4 (depending on custom).

Pontifical Mass by a Bishop besides the

Ordinary

Solemn High Mass: 6.

Low Mass: 2 or 4 (depending on custom).

Abbatial Mass Solemn High Mass: 6.

Low Mass: 2 or 4 (depending on custom).

Mass of a Priest Solemn High Mass: 6.

Sung Mass: 4 or 6 (depending on

custom).

Low Mass: 2.

Sacrament of Confirmation If there is no Mass: 2, 4 or 6 (depending

on custom).

If there is a Mass that follows: The correct

number of candles that would be needed

for the Mass.

26
Congregation for Regulations of Bishops and Other Prelates, 9 December 1602.

25
Sacred Congregations of Rites, 8 February 1879.

24
Instructio Clementia, §6
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Holy Communion outside of Mass
27

2, 4 or 6 (depending on custom).

Sacrament of Holy Orders The number of candles required for the

Mass at which the sacrament is conferred.

Sacrament of Holy Matrimony If there is no Mass: 2.

If there is a Mass that follows: The correct

number of candles that would be needed

for the Mass.

The Blessing of Objects The only blessings at which lighted

candles are prescribed on the altar are:

candles at Candlemas, ashes on Ash

Wednesday and palms on Palm Sunday.

Public Exposition of Relics 2, 4 or 6 (depending on custom).

The Sanctus Candle

The Sanctus Candle is the name given to a small candle that is on the epistle side of the

altar in between the tabernacle and the Low Mass candle.
28

The Sanctus Candle is lit

from the Sanctus until the end of the ablutions. Although the use of a Sanctus Candle is

often neglected, it is still found in the rubrics of the Roman Missal.
29

The Sanctus Candle is not used at Solemn Masses as the torchbearers are present. It is a

common practice that at Sung Masses, where there are no torchbearers, the Sanctus

Candle is lit at the usual time and in the usual manner. However, in places where the

custom has never existed, one is not obliged to have the Sanctus Candle.
30

Candelabra Magna

The Candelabra Magna, or Standard Candles, derive from ancient times where candles

were not placed on the altar but rather near the altar. The ideal place for these is on the

corners of the steps of the Altar. If this is not possible, on either side of the altar suffices.

In some places, it is customary to use these candles in the same manner as the Sanctus

30
Sacred Congregation of Rites, 9 June 1899.

29
Ibid.

28
Rubricae generales Missalis Romani, section 20.

27
This is only for the conferring of the Minor Orders.
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Candle, that is lighting and extinguishing them at the same time as the Sanctus Candle.

However, it is most widespread that these candles are lit for major feasts and

celebrations.

The Paschal Candle

The Paschal Candle is a large beeswax candle that is used from the Easter Vigil until the

Gospel of the Ascension. The blessing of the Paschal Candle is performed by the deacon

at the Easter Vigil during the Exultet. A common design for the Paschal Candle is a cross

in the centre with an Alpha and Omega above and below it. The year is written on the

candle.

The Bugia

The Bugia is a candle with a tray that can be held in the hand. It is used only at

Pontifical Masses at which it is held or placed next to the book of which the bishop is

reciting or singing from. A Bugia may not be used by a priest except by an indult from

the Holy See. If a priest cannot see due to darkness, such as at a Rorate Caeli Mass, he

may use a candlestick with a base, but not a Bugia.
31

Although an oil lamp may not be

used as a candle on the altar, it may be used if a priest cannot see.
32

Consecration Crosses and Candles

The Rite of Consecration of a Church requires that the church have twelve crosses

among the interior walls each with a candle. These are anointed with Holy Chrism at the

consecration of the Church. It is for this reason that the candles are burned on Masses of

the feast of the anniversary of the consecration of the church. They serve as a reminder

of the New Jerusalem on which is inscribed on the foundation “the names of the twelve

apostles of the Lamb.” (Revelation 21:14).

32
Sacred Congregation of Rites, 20 June 1899.

31
Sacred Congregation of Rites, 31 May 1817.
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The Sanctuary Lamp

One candle must burn perpetually, both day and night before the tabernacle in which

the Blessed Sacrament is reserved. This should be fed with olive oil or beeswax.
33

However, the decision on what can be used as a sanctuary lamp is left to the local

Ordinary. It is customary in most places that this Sanctuary Lamp is red. The lamp is to

be placed either in front of the tabernacle, but it is most commonly somewhere within

the area of the tabernacle.
34

There are two main styles of Sanctuary Lamps, the first is a

wall-mounted lamp and the second is a hanging lamp.

34
Ibid.

33
Canon 1271 of the 1917 Code of Canon Law.
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THE SACRIFICE OF THE MASS

TYPES OF MASSES AND THE PREPARATIONS NEEDED

Name of

Mass

Description Preparations

Low Mass

Missa Lecta

One Priest

No music or incense

Altar

- Altar Cards.

- Two candles are lit.

- The Sanctus candle is present but not

lit for the beginning of Mass.

- Missal Stand or Missal Cushion.

Credence Table

- Cruets containing water and wine.

- Hand bell.

- Lavabo set.

- Communion plate if Holy

Communion is to be distributed.

Sacristy

- Vestments of the Priest.

- Chalice set up in the usual manner

with the burse on top.

Sung Mass

Missa Cantata

One Priest

Music and ordinarily

incense

Altar

- Altar Cards.

- Four or six candles are lit.

- The Sanctus candle is only used if

there are to be no torchbearers.

- Missal Stand or Missal Cushion.

- The chalice is already set up on the

altar with the corporal laid out and

burse to the side. The chalice lies on

the corporal in front of the centre

altar card.

Credence Table

- Cruets containing water and wine.

- Hand bell.

- Lavabo set.

- Communion plate if Holy

Communion is to be distributed.

- The Epistolarium is used if there is an

ordained lector who will sing the

Epistle and/or lessons.
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Sacristy

- Vestments of the Priest.

- Thurible.

- Torches if there are to be

torchbearers.

- Acolyte Candles.

- Processional Cross.

- Aspersorium if it is the main Mass on

Sunday and there is to be an Asperges

ceremony.

Solemn Mass

Missa

Solemnis

One Priest

One Deacon

One Subdeacon

Music and Incense

Altar

- Altar Cards.

- Six candles are lit.

- The Sanctus candle is only used if

there are to be no torchbearers.

- Missal Stand or Missal Cushion.

- The chalice is set up on the credence

table. The chalice veil is underneath

the chalice which is then covered with

a humeral veil, the edges of the

humeral veil being folded thrice

inwards. The burse is then on top of

this. See the image below.

Credence Table

- Cruets containing water and wine.

- Lavabo set.

- Hand bell.

- Communion plate if Holy

Communion is to be distributed.

- Epistolarium and Evangeliarium.

- The Deacon’s Broad Stole, if folded

chasubles are used for Mass.

Sacristy

- Vestments of the Priests, Deacon and

Subdeacon.

- Thurible.

- Torches if there are to be

torchbearers.

- Acolyte Candles.

- Processional Cross.
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- Aspersorium if it is the main Mass on

Sunday and there is to be an Asperges

ceremony.

N.B if there is to be an Asperges ceremony before Mass, the chasuble of the celebrant

and all the maniples of the Sacred Ministers are laid on the sedilia. The Celebrant is to

wear a cope for the Asperges ceremony and the Deacon and Subdeacon are to wear their

dalmatic and tunicle or folded chasubles.

MASSES WITH ADDED CEREMONIES
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Requiem Masses

These are Masses said for the souls of the faithful departed.

Liturgical Colour: Black. However, on the altar that houses the Blessed Sacrament, the

tabernacle veil and antependium are to be violet.

The only difference in regard to preparing for a Requiem Mass compared to a normal

Mass is that the Missa Defunctorum may be used as well as special altar cards, typically

in black frames, that contain the altered texts for the Mass. Also, at a Solemn Mass, the

humeral veil is not used at all. If the church has a large bell, it may be towed before and

after the Mass.

If a body is present, and the Mass is a funeral, then Absolutions are to be said over the

body following Mass. If there is no body, a catafalque may be set up and the Absolutions

are said over the catafalque.

The following items are necessary for the Absolutions after Mass:

- A Black Cope for the Celebrant.

- Holy Water in an Aspersorium.

- Thurible.

- Processional Cross to be held by the Subdeacon.

- Rituale Romanum or a book containing the texts required for the Absolutions.

The catafalque and body of the departed are to be in the centre aisle outside of the

communion rails. If the departed is a priest, the casket should be placed in such a way

that the priest faces the people in the Dominus Vobiscum position. That is to say, with

his head closest to the altar. If the departed is a layman, the casket should be placed so

that the feet are closest to the altar. The casket should be covered with a pall, which is a

large black cloth with a white cross on top. This is then surrounded by six tall

candlesticks that should burn while the body is present. If there is no body at the

requiem, the catafalque by itself may be used in its place with the pall covering it with

the six candlesticks. If a catafalque is not available, the pall itself may be laid on the

ground surrounded by the six candles.

The burial of an infant is different from a normal requiem Mass. Canon Law defines an

infant as “a minor before the completion of the seventh year... and is
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considered not responsible for oneself (non sui compos)”
35

. A white cope and stole are

needed for the priest if there is to be a procession of the body into the church. If the

church has a bell, it may be rung before and after Mass, but this is to be joyful ringing

and not a towing of the bell. One item needed is a processional cross without the rod.

This is simply a crucifix which can be held in the hand, similar to a bugia. The Mass that

is said is the Mass of the Angels, and the vestments are white. After the Mass, there are

no absolutions, but the body is sprinkled with holy water but not incensed.

Nuptial Mass

A Nuptial Mass is a Mass in which there is a wedding ceremony.

Liturgical Colour: White.

The ceremonies for Mass are the same as usual. However, the maniple is not worn for

the Nuptial Ceremony even if it precedes Mass. Some places have the custom of priests

wearing the chasuble but not maniple for the Nuptial Ceremony and others have the

priest vest in a cope without a maniple for the ceremony. For the Nuptial Ceremony, the

aspersorium and the Rituale are needed. For the Nuptial Blessings given during the

Mass itself, an extra Missal or text of the Nuptial blessing may be used.

If it is the custom, in the sanctuary there may be kneelers

and seats for the bride and groom. Another custom is that

extra places are put for the ‘best man’ and ‘maid of honour’

in the sanctuary. If the pax brede is customary, the pax at a

Solemn Mass may be given to the couple at the appropriate

time.

THE LITURGICAL YEAR

35
Canon 97 §2 of the 1917 Code of Canon Law.
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LITURGICAL COLOURS

White (albus) is used on all feasts of Our Lord except the Precious Blood. It is also used

for all feasts of Our Lady as well as for all the saints who were not martyrs. White is

worn on all ferias from Christmas to Epiphany and Eastertide. The exceptions to this are

on the feast of the Holy Cross and Good Friday. White is also used for Exposition and

Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament.
36

Red (ruber) is used on the feasts of martyrs as well as Whitsunday (Pentecost) and its

octave, the feast of the Precious Blood, feasts of the Holy Cross (May 3 and September

14). It is also used for the feast of the Holy Innocents if it falls on a Sunday.

Green (viridis) is used on Sundays from the end of Epiphany until Septuagesima

Sunday. It is also used in the season after Pentecost. The vestments are also green for

the ferias in the aforementioned seasons.

Violet (violaceus) is used for penitential days. It is used on the Sundays of Lent and

Advent except for Laetare and Gaudete Sunday. It is used on the ferias during those

seasons as well. Violet is also used for Masses of Vigils. On Whitsun eve, the lessons and

collects before Mass are in violet vestments, but the Mass itself is in red vestments.

Black (niger) is used on Good Friday as well as all Requiems and funerals except those

of baptised infants.

Rose (rosa) is used only on two days of the year, Laetare Sunday and Gaudete Sunday. If

the church does not possess vestments of this colour, purple may be used instead. For

ferias during the weeks starting with Laetare Sunday and Gaudete Sunday, purple

vestments are worn.

Gold (aurum) vestments may be used in place of any liturgical colour except purple and

black. These are worn especially on major feasts such as Easter and Christmas.

When Vespers has two feasts and after the chapter, it is the celebration of the second

feast, then the frontal and copes are of the colour of the second feast throughout the

entirety of Vespers.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE SEASONS AND MAJOR FEASTS THROUGHOUT

THE LITURGICAL YEAR

36
However, if Mass or Vespers is celebrated before Benediction, the liturgical colour of Mass or Vespers is

kept, however the humeral veil must be white.
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The following is a non-exhaustive list with preparations for the celebration of Mass

during the liturgical year. For those Masses needing extra ceremonies, the extra

materials required have been listed. When the liturgical colour has been listed, this

means that the antependium and tabernacle veil are to be of the same colour. If two

liturgical colours have been listed, this means that the liturgical colour changes during

the liturgical ceremonies. This also means that the antependium and tabernacle veil

used that is of second liturgical colour to be used later on in the ceremonies should be

placed underneath those of the first liturgical colour to be used. This makes it easier to

change the antependium and tabernacle veil in the middle of liturgical ceremonies. Altar

decorations refer to the use of flowers and relics on the altar during liturgies. However,

it should be noted that relics cannot be on the altar whenever the Blessed Sacrament is

exposed, either publicly or privately.
37

When folded chasubles are used for Mass, the

broad stole is also used.

Advent

Liturgical Colour: Violet. The exception to this is Gaudete Sunday where rose is used. If

rose is unavailable, violet suffices.
38

Altar Decorations: No, except for Gaudete Sunday.

Folded Chasubles: Yes, on all Solemn Masses throughout the season except for Gaudete

Sunday and Christmas Eve.

Christmastide

Liturgical Colour: White.

Altar Decorations: Yes. The crib containing the infant Christ may be placed on the altar.

Folded Chasubles: No.

Nota Bene that on Christmas Day, each priest may celebrate three Masses.

38
In ferial Masses during the week starting Gaudete Sunday, violet vestments are used.

37
It is a common practice to veil the relics when they are not in use or when the rubrics prohibit them

from being exposed.
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The Feast of the Holy Innocents

Liturgical Colour: Violet.

Altra Decorations: Yes.

Folded Chasubles: No.

Epiphany and Epiphanytide

Liturgical Colour: White.

Altar Decorations: Yes.

Folded Chasubles: No.

For the blessing of Epiphany water, large containers of water should be set up in a

convenient place as well as a Rituale for the priest. The priest is to wear a surplice and

white stole.

Candlemas

Ceremonies before Mass

Liturgical Colour: Violet.

Altar Decorations: No.

Vestments

- Celebrant: amice, alb, cincture, stole, cope and biretta.

- Deacon: amice, alb, stole, folded chasuble and biretta.

- Subdeacon: amice, alb, folded chasuble and biretta.

- Whilst in procession, the Subdeacon does not wear his biretta.

- Nota bene, if folded chasubles are not available, the Deacon and

Subdeacon do not wear the dalmatic and tunicle but remain without an

outer vestment.
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Altar

- The high Mass candles are lit.

- Missal on its stand.

- On a table next to the altar should be the candles that are to be blessed which are

covered with a white cloth before the blessing is given.

Credence Table

- Aspersorium.

- Altar Cards for Mass.

- Basin and towel for the washing of hands for the priests who have administered

candles.

- All that is needed for Mass.

- The chalice is veiled in the usual manner for the Mass, that is with a white

humeral veil. This is then covered with a purple humeral veil for the

pre-Mass ceremonies.

Mass

Liturgical Colour: White.

Altar Decorations: Yes.

Sedilia

The following vestments are laid out on the sedilia and are to be worn for the Mass:

- Celebrant: stole, maniple and chasuble.

- Deacon: stole, maniple and dalmatic.

- Subdeacon: maniple and tunicle.

Altar

- Altar Cards.

Credence Table

- The violet humeral veil is removed from the white humeral veil that covers the

chalice.

The Feast of St Blaise
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Liturgical Colour: Red (for the Mass of St Blaise).

Altar Decorations: Customary.

Candles for the Blessing of Throats.

- One method is to tie the candles together, simply lay a red ribbon down flat and

place candles in an ‘X’ shape. Then proceed to tie the ribbon.

- It is also possible to buy specially made candle holders for the

blessing.

For the blessing of candles.

- Holy Water.

- Surplice.

- Red stole.

For the blessing of throats.

- Two candles are lit on the altar for the blessing of throats.

- Blessed Candles.

- Surplice.

- Red stole.

- A card with the blessing of throats can be quite helpful for the

priest administering the blessing. This can be held by the server

and assists the priest with the blessing.

The Season after Epiphany

Liturgical Colour: Green.

Altar Decorations: Depending on custom.

Folded Chasubles: No.

Septuagesima and Lent
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Liturgical Colour: Violet. The exception to this is Laetare Sunday (Fourth Sunday of

Lent) where Rose is used. If rose is unavailable, violet suffices.
39

Altar Decorations: No, except for Laetare Sunday (Fourth Sunday of Lent).

Folded Chasubles: Yes, for Solemn Masses after Ash Wednesday. Before Ash

Wednesday, dalmatics and tunicles are worn at Solemn Masses. On Laetare Sunday, the

dalmatic and tunicle are worn.

Ash Wednesday

Liturgical Colour: Violet.

Altar Decorations: No.

Folded Chasubles: Yes.

The Preparation of the Ashes to be Blessed.

The ashes for Ash Wednesday are made from the palms from the previous Palm Sunday.

Drying out the palms before burning them makes it easier to burn them. An easy way to

burn the palms is to fill a steel bucket halfway with the dried-out palm and light the

palm on fire. Then slowly add palms over time. After the palms have finished burning,

allow the ash to cool. Then, put the ash through the sieve to create a finer texture and

allow them to be managed more easily by both sacristan and priest.

Blessing of Ashes and Mass Preparations

Altar

- Six candles lit on the altar.

- Missal on its stand on the epistle side.

- On a table next to the altar should be the ashes to be blessed.

Credence Table

- Holy Water.

- The items needed for Mass, including the altar cards.

Sedilia

39
In ferial Masses during the week starting Laetere Sunday, violet vestments are used.
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- Celebrant’s chasuble.

- The maniples of all the sacred ministers.

If this is to be done as Low Mass or Sung Mass by one priest, the vestments are laid out

for one priest as well as the candles lighted accordingly for the Mass.

Passion Sunday

Liturgical Colour: Violet.

Altar Decorations: Customary.

Folded Chasubles: Yes.

Nota bene that all statues and images are veiled in the church. Mass does not contain

the psalm Iudica me and the Gloria Patri.

Palm Sunday

Liturgical Colour: Violet.

Altar Decorations: Customary. Palms and olive branches may be used to adorn the altar.

Folded Chasubles: Yes.

Altar

- Altar crucifix is veiled with a violet cloth.

- Missal is open on its stand at the epistle side of the altar.

- A small table containing the palms to be blessed should be next to the altar.

Credence Table

- Usual set up for Mass.

- Altar Cards.

- Holy Water.

- Thurible.

- Water basin, lemon and bread for the washing of the hands of the priests who

have distributed palms.

Sanctuary

- Legilia for the chanting of the Passion.
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Sedilia

- Celebrant’s violet chasuble.

- Maniples for the sacred ministers.

Nota bene that all crucifixes, crosses, statues and images in the church are to be covered

with purple veils. The only exception to this is the stations of the cross.

Tenebrae (Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of Holy Week)

The Tenebrae hearse is placed in front of the altar on the Epistle side. It has unbleached

candles except for the candle in the middle which is bleached. A lectern is placed in the

middle of the choir for the chanting of the lessons. The altar crucifix is veiled in violet

except for Thursday when it is white. There is only an antependium (and usually

tabernacle veil) on Wednesday evening; there is none on Thursday and Friday.

Maundy Thursday

Liturgical Colour: White.

Altar Decorations: Customary.

Folded Chasubles: No.

Altar of Repose

- Tabernacle lined with a corporal inside.

- A veil ready to put on the tabernacle.

- White antependium.

- At least six candles to burn constantly.

Altar

- Crucifix is veiled in white.

Credence Table

- All that is required for Mass.

- A secondary chalice with a paten, pall, white chalice veil and a white silk ribbon.

- Clapper to be used for the Mass after the Gloria.

Sacristy
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- Canopy to be used for the procession, the umbraculum is used in some places.

- White cope and humeral veil for the procession to the Altar of Repose.

If this is to be done as Low Mass or Sung Mass by one priest, the vestments are laid out

for one priest as well as the candles lighted accordingly for the Mass.

Nota Bene after Mass the altar is stripped completely. This includes linen and veils. The

tabernacle veil should be removed as the Blessed Sacrament is no longer in the

tabernacle. The carpets that are in the sanctuary are also to be removed. Holy Water is

also removed from all stoops in the Church.

Mandatum

This should take place at some other place besides in front of the High Altar. This is

most commonly done in front of a side altar. On the side altar, two candles lit; the

crucifix is veiled. On the credence table, there should be an apron for the celebrant as

well as a book of lessons, towels and a water basin. It is also customary to give coins to

those who have had their feet washed.

The Ablution of the Altar

In some places, it is the custom to perform a ceremonial washing of the altar after

Tenebrae on Maundy Thursday. A common practice is that the sacristan holds the

cruets of water and wine whilst a priest uses a brush to ceremonially clean the altar.
40

Depending on custom, the altar stone or the entire mensa of each altar in the church is

cleaned.

Good Friday

Liturgical Colour: Black.

40
This is mainly a custom in some places in England, and can also be found in the Dominican Rite

ceremonies of Maundy Thursday.
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Altar Decorations: No.

Folded Chasubles: Yes.

Altar

- The Altar is stripped and there is no tabernacle veil or antependium.

The altar crucifix is veiled in either purple or black depending on the custom.

This is to be done in such a way that parts of the veil may be lowered separately

for the Ecce Lignum Crucis.

- Six unbleached candles to be lit for the Missa Præsanctificatorum.

- Cushions on the bottom step of the altar for the prostration of the Sacred

Ministers.

- Tabernacle is opened.

Credence Table

- A singular cloth that only covers the mensa to be laid on it for the Missa

Præsanctificatorum.

- Black chalice veil.

- Black burse with a corporal

- Cruets filled with water and wine.

- Purple cushion for the cross to rest on during its veneration.

- Broad stole of the deacon.

Sanctuary

- Lecterns for the chanting of the Passion.

- Purple carpet to be laid out during the last oration before the Ecce Lignum

Crucis.

- Ideally, this should be a thin strip of carpet that goes from behind the

cushion on which rests the cross, to the communion rails.

Altar of Repose

- Tabernacle key.

- White burse and corporal.

- White humeral veil.

Easter Vigil

Liturgical Colour: Violet and then White.
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Altar Decorations: Yes.

Folded Chasubles: Used only for the ceremonies before Mass.

Ceremonies before Mass

Vestments

- Celebrant: amice, alb, cincture, stole and cope.

- Deacon:  amice, alb, cincture, stole, folded chasuble and biretta.

- Subdeacon: amice, alb, cincture, folded chasuble and biretta.

Altar

- High Mass candles are lit.

- The altar is properly dressed with three linens.

Sanctuary

- The unlit Paschal Candle on its stand in front of the altar on the

Gospel side.

- Stand for the Triple Candle.

- Lectern in front of the Paschal Candle with a book open to the

Exultet.

- Purple cushions ready for the prostrations of the Sacred Ministers

during the litany.

Credence Table

- All that is needed for Mass

- Holy water.

- Five grains of incense (usually enclosed within a nail).

Sedilia

- Violet chasuble for the celebrant.

- Maniples for the sacred ministers.

Sacristy

- Thurible.

- Processional cross.

Baptistry

- The font is filled with fresh water.
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- Vessels for containing Paschal water that is to be used for devotional purposes.

- A table that contains the following:

- Holy Chrism and Oil of Catechumens.

- An empty aspersorium.

- Towels.

- Missal on a lectern

- Violet stole.

- If there are baptisms, the usual items are necessary for the sacrament.

Outside of the Church

- Fire.

- Charcoals to be lit and put into the thurible.

- A table with a white deacon’s stole, maniple and dalmatic.

- Lectern that bears a missal.

- The Triple Candle.

Mass

Vestments

- White vestments should be set up in the sacristy for the Sacred Ministers to

change into during the litany.

Altar

- High Mass candles are lit.

- Missal on its stand on the epistle side.

- Altar cards.

Eastertide

Liturgical Colour: White.

Altar Decorations: Yes.
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Folded chasubles: No.

Nota bene that the paschal candle is lit at all sung liturgies. The only exception for this is

Requiems and Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament.

Ascension and Ascensiontide

Liturgical Colour: White.

Altar Decorations: Yes.

Folded chasubles: No.

Nota bene The paschal candle is extinguished after the Gospel on the Mass of the

Ascension. The only liturgical use of the paschal candle after this is on Whitsun Eve.

Whitsun Eve (Pentecost Vigil)

Liturgical Colour: Violet and Red.

Altar Decorations: Yes.

Folded Chasubles: Yes, for the first half.

If there is a blessing of the font then everything is the same as the Easter Vigil except the

following:

- The vestments for the Mass are to be red, not white.

- The Paschal candle is on the credence table, ready for the procession to the

baptistry.

- There is no fire, or Lumen Christi and Exultet ceremonies.

- There are no white vestments for the deacon at the entrance to the church.

Nota bene, if the place in which the liturgy is taking place has a font, it is required that it

be blessed.

Whitsunday (Pentecost) and Whitsuntinde

Liturgical Colour: Red.
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Altar Decorations: Yes.

Folded Chasubles: No.

All is as usual.

Corpus Christi

Liturgical Colour: White.

Altar Decorations: Yes.

Folded Chasubles: No.

For the Mass, the usual set up is required with white vestments as well as the usual

preparations on the credence table.

Procession

Altar

- At least twelve lit candles.

- Burse and Corporal.

- Veiled Monstrance.

- Tabernacle Key.

- Book of Prayers.

- Handbell.

Sacristy

- The canopy should be ready for the procession.

- White cope for the celebrant.

- All vestments that are as usual for Solemn Benediction.

Season after Pentecost

Liturgical Colour: Green.

Altar Decorations: Customary.
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Folded Chasubles: No.

All Hallows Eve

Liturgical Colour: Violet.

Altar Decorations: No.

Folded Chasubles: No.

All Saints Day and Allhallowtide

Liturgical Colour: White.

Altar Decorations: Yes.

Folded Chasubles: No.

All Souls Day

Liturgical Colour: Black.

Altar Decorations: No.

Folded Chasubles: No.

Nota bene that each priest may say up to three Masses on All Souls Day.

PREPARATIONS FOR OTHER SACRAMENTS

Baptism

Vestments

- Surplice.

- Purple Stole.

- White Sole.
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- Copes that are the same colour as the stoles may be worn over the surplice.

At the Font

- Holy Oil of Catechumens and Sacred Chrism.

- Cotton balls.

- Towels.

- Candle for the newly baptised.

- Shell.

- Rituale.

- White robe.

Reception of a Convert

- Chair set up in front of the High Altar on the Epistle side.

- Book of Gospels.

- Rituale.

Holy Communion outside of Mass

Altar

- Two, Four or Six candles lit, according to custom.

- Rituale on a stand at the Gospel side of the Tabernacle.

- Corporal laid out.

- Burse.

- Tabernacle Key.

- Ablution Cup.

- Communion plate (on the steps of the altar).

Vestments

- Surplice.

- White stole.

Penance

- Surplice.

- Purple stole.

- A chair for the priest.

Confirmation
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It is customary in some places for the bishop to vest in the sacristy before the Sacrament

is conferred. If this is not the case, the vestments may be laid out on the altar and

covered.

Vestments

- The bishop is to dress in choir vestments with a white stole and a cope. The mitre

and crozier are also used.

Altar

- High Mass candles are lit.

- A faldstool or appropriate chair that is placed at the centre of the footpace or the

centre of the bottom steps of the altar.

Credence Table

- Pontificale Romanum or Ritus Confirmandi.

- Ewer and Basin

- Lemon and Bread.

- Towels.

- Cotton balls.

- Holy Chrism.

- Cards containing the names of those to be confirmed in Latin.

- These should be written in the Nominative Case, as one of the priests

assisting will read this allowed in the Nominative Case for the bishop who

will decline the noun and use the Vocative.

Holy Matrimony

Vestments

- Surplice.

- White stole.

Altar

- Two, Four or Six candles are lit according to custom.

Credence Table

- Holy Water.

- Rituale.
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THE DIVINE OFFICE

Whenever any canonical hour of the Office is recited, the two candles may be lit if that is

the custom. Whenever the Office is sung, four candles or six candles may be lit, once

again this is according to custom.

Vespers

Simple Vespers (Recited).

The Celebrant is to wear a cope. A stole is only worn if the Blessed Sacrament is exposed

or Benediction is to follow the end of Vespers.

Solemn Vespers (Chanted).

The Celebrant is to wear a cope, that is the same liturgical colour of the day. Once again,

a stole is only worn if the Blessed Sacrament is exposed or Benediction is to follow. The

Deacon and Subdeacon may wear a cope or tunicle and dalmatic, depending on what is

customary. Also, the thurible is to be used as well as the acolyte’s candlesticks. A lectern,

if customary, may be placed in front of the Celebrant.

EXPOSITION AND BENEDICTION OF THE

BLESSED SACRAMENT

General Principles

The liturgical colour for Benediction is white, therefore it is correct to change the

tabernacle and antependium to white for Exposition, no matter the feast. The Altar

Cards should be removed from the altar, as should the Missal Stand. A

corporal is laid out on the mensa with the tabernacle key, and the burse is set
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aside on the altar. In some places, it is customary to remove the altar crucifix. The book

containing the prayers required should be at the centre of the steps of the altar. If angled

candelabrae are to be placed on the altar, they should be placed in such a manner that

the candle at the lowest level is closest to the monstrance and the candle at the highest

point is furthest away from the Monstrance.

If Benediction takes place immediately after Solemn Vespers, the priest is permitted to

use the same vestments (which will be of the color of the day) for Benediction. In this

case, he wears a stole of the color of the day below the cope for Vespers. If Benediction

takes place after Mass, the celebrant may retain his Mass vestments except the maniple

for the exposition. The frontal, humeral veil and tabernacle veil should always be white

for Benediction.

Public Exposition - Exposition with a Monstrance

Although only five candles are required
41

, the custom is that at least twelve candles

should be burning the entire time the Blessed Sacrament is exposed. The monstrance is

veiled and stands on the Gospel side of the Corporal, facing liturgical north. This makes

it easier to unveil the monstrance. A humeral veil should be in a convenient place in the

sanctuary.

For Solemn Benediction, the vestments for the Celebrant are the amice, alb, cincture,

stole and cope. The Deacon and Subdeacon are required to vest in amice, alb, cincture,

stole (Deacon only) and dalmatic or tunicle. For Simple Benediction, the vestments are

surplice, stole and cope. Two acolytes and a thurifer are the bare minimum needed for

exposition. However, it is encouraged that there be a Master of Ceremonies and

torchbearers.

Private Exposition - Exposition with a Ciborium

There are two ways that this ceremony can take place. The first is by the Celebrant

simply opening the tabernacle and moving the ciborium forward into view. Another

accepted way is taking the ciborium out of the tabernacle and placing it onto the altar. A

humeral veil should be placed in a convenient place in the sanctuary.

The priest is to wear a surplice and stole for the ceremony. There is no need for acolytes

and a thurifer, these are optional. However, as a general principle, there is always at

least one server.

41
Sacred Congregations of Rites, 8 February 1879.
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Forty Hours Devotion

The altar should contain at least twenty burning candles for when the Blessed

Sacrament is exposed.
42

This can be done by having multiple sets of candelabra as well

as using sanctuary candles that would usually be used as sanctuary lamps. This allows a

constant source of light that would not extinguish for the entire forty hours. Also having

long-lasting tea lights can be of use. The procession is the same as that of Corpus Christi.

The altar should be heavily decorated with flowers, however, relics should be removed.

The tabernacle veil and antependium should be white. There should be an unfolded

corporal upon the throne of the altar. The rest of the preparations for Mass are the

same.

The vestments should be white on the first day, violet on the second and white for the

last day. All vestments should be set up as usual depending on the type of Mass

celebrated (i.e Solemn, Sung, Said).

SACRISTY TASKS AND MISCELLANEOUS DUTIES

CLEANLINESS OF THE SACRISTY

The old expression ‘cleanliness is next to godliness’ rings true regarding the state of the

sacristy. The sacristy is next to the sanctuary which contains the Blessed Sacrament, out

of respect for this the sacristy should be swept and mopped regularly.

42
Sacred Congregations of Rites, 8 February 1879.
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STARCHING OF CORPORALS

Starched corporals have been a common sight in Rome for centuries. The practice is

believed to have started in Rome but there are no sources for the statement. In Rome,

corporals are hard starched which allows them to be shiny and firm. This also assists at

Solemn Masses in which the Subdeacon is to move the corporal to finish the purification

of the chalice.

Starching provides many benefits to the corporal. First of all, it stiffens the linen which

makes it easier to transport. This also stops the corporal from being limp and easier to

drop. Further, the inner side of the corporal receives a gloss which allows the priest to

see particles of the Blessed Sacrament more easily. Another benefit is that if the

Precious Blood were to spill on the corporal, it would not be soaked into the corporal

and the altar linens below it, it would remain as a droplet and would be able to be

removed with the purificator. Lastly, the corporal will not need to be washed as

frequently and will retain the whiter for longer.

In order to starch a corporal, you will first need to buy starch. Traditional laundry starch

can be found in most places as well as online. One will also need a large plastic or glass

sheet that would be large enough to contain a fully stretched corporal. Lastly, you will

need a freshly laundered corporal. It is recommended to have it whitened before

starching it.

The method for starching corporals is quite simple.

1. After preparing the corporal to be starched by washing it, the first step is to

prepare the glass or plastic sheet. Ensure that the sheet is clean and free from

dust and lay it down flat.

2. Next, the water is to be heated.

3. Just before the water is simmering, lower the flame and add starch. The quantity

of starch will depend on the amount of water and the number of corporals that

will be starched. A general rule of thumb is that one starch will require around

two and a half cups of water with two heaped tablespoons of starch. Once the

starch is added, stir it until it fully dissolves in the water. If you have the right

amount of starch, the solution will look similar to a glue. If there is not enough

starch, the water will be too much a liquid and will not starch correctly.

4. Once you have the right consistency of the starching liquid, place the corporal in

the starching liquid immediately and stir it around to ensure that every part of

the corporal has been in contact with the starch.

5. As soon as this is done, take the corporal out and lay it on the sheet. This should

be done so that the cross on the corporal be face down. This will allow the inner
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side of the corporal to receive a glossy finish. The solution must be hot when

adding the corporal. This is a process of hot starching and not cold starching.

6. Then spread the corporal out on the sheet as far as possible and proceeded to

push out any air bubbles that have formed.

7. Once this is done, ensure that there are no lumps on the corporal and push out

any if they have formed.

8. Then stand the sheet upright and allow it to sit for twenty-four hours. Depending

on the weather, it may take longer.

9. When the corporal has completely dried, then proceed to peel it off the sheet

slowly.

10. Then fold it according to the usual manner and it is complete.

To wash the corporal, simply soak it in cold water for a brief amount of time and then

lay it flat on the sheet and squeeze out any air or water bubbles. Leave it to try for 24

hours and then peel slowly.

CLEANING A THURIBLE

Overtime thuribles gather a lot of ash and char and should be cleaned out whenever this

becomes too much.

1. The first step is to take the thurible apart. The simplest way to do this is to just

remove the firepot (the removable tray). However, completely dismantling the

thurible will result in a more in-depth clean.

2. Once this is done, place the thurible parts in a bucket and pour into the bucket a

solution of hot water and degreaser. Ensure that all parts are fully submerged in

the solution and leave it to sit for a few hours.

3. Then take the parts out of the bucket and dry them with a cloth.

4. Proceed to clean the thurible with a toothbrush and scrape all the gunk that is on

the parts. It is ideal to use a toothbrush as this will not scratch and damage the

thurible. Constantly rinse the parts of the thurible in clean water to loosen

particles of charcoal.

5. Once everything has been cleaned, dry all the parts with a towel and reassemble

the thurible.

6. Then, if necessary, polish the thurible to give it a nice shine.

One tip to ensure that the thurible does not get dirty as quickly is to line the firepot with

aluminium foil. This will ensure that all pieces of incense and charcoal do not penetrate

the thurible itself. Also suggestable is using some wire, on which the charcoal will rest.
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This assists with keeping the charcoals hot as well as preventing the charcoals staining

the thurible.

CHOOSING INCENSE

Incense has always been used since antiquity in the worship of the one true God. It was

believed in ancient times that incense would purify objects. This reason for the use of

incense during Mass is so that the oblations and altar would be purified and made ready

for the sacrifice.

There are two types of incense, Eastern and Western. Eastern style incense usually looks

like white pillows that tend to have a more subtle flavour. Western style incense looks

like small grains and creates strong flavours.

Using a mortar and pestle can be useful with incense. The finer that the incense is

crushed, more smoke will be produced. However, this will not last as long as un-crushed

incense. The larger the grain of incense, the longer it will last but it will not produce as

much smoke. It is better to have a mix of both finely crushed incense with larger grains,

as this ensures both a lasting smell and a substantial amount of smoke. Once incense

has been crushed, it will remain at its best for three hours, after that the perfume will

gradually start to lessen its intensity. It is best to store incense in airtight containers.

This ensures that the incense lasts as long as possible. Mixing different incense flavours

creates more ornate perfumes; however, storing different incense flavours together will

result in the grains clumping and sticking together which makes it lose its sand-like

texture.

CONSTRUCTING A CATAFALQUE

There are two main parts to a catafalque; the pall and the base. The pall is a large black

rectangular cloth with a white cross adorning the centre. The pall should be long enough

to drape onto the ground around the catafalque. The base is what the pall is laid over. It

should be around two metres in height. Some use large boxes or crates as the base. An

ironing board can provide the perfect height and is much easier to set up than a box. An

ironing board will also give an elevated look to the catafalque as boxes require a

complete covering whereas an ironing board needs only to be covered on the top. To get
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a perfect shape for the catafalque, place the opening lid of a coffin on top of the boxes or

ironing board. One could also shape a piece of wood into the shape of a coffin as well to

get the desired effect. A casket can also be used; however, the shape of a coffin is most

recognisable. This is then surrounded by the six candlesticks holding burning

unbleached candles.

CREATING A TRIPLE CANDLE

Creating the Triple Candle requires beeswax candles. This is because beeswax is easier to

melt and bend into shape. The higher the amount of beeswax, the easier

this method will be. Paraffin candles can be used but will be more

difficult to mould.

1. In order to make the Triple Candle, get three candles of the same

height.

2. In a bucket of hot water, hold two of the candles together and

start bending them at around a third of the way from the wick.

This angle at which the candles are to be bent should be obtuse.

3. After drying the two candles, hold all three candles under hot

water and slowly twist the bottoms together which will result in a

neat twist.

4. Then use a blow torch or knife to remove the bottom half of the

candle to allow it to fit onto a rod.

Another method would be that after the first submersion of the candles

into hot water, tie them temporarily together. Then proceed to melt the

lower ends of the candles together so that the bind together. Then use a

blow torch or knife to remove the bottom half of the candle to allow it to

fit onto a rod.

Some processional crosses allow for the removal of the crucifix from the top and thus one is

left with a rod. This could be used to form the bottom of the Triple Candle.

THE HOUSELING CLOTH

The Houseling Cloth is the piece of linen that is spread over the communion rails for the

distribution of Holy Communion. These may be spread before Mass or just before the

Communion of the Faithful.
43

There are two simple ways to create a Houseling Cloth.

The first is to have a long and thin piece of linen to line the rails and use that. However,

43
Ritus Servandus in Celebratione Missae, X, 6.
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it is much easier to sew some strings at various places to the linen and tie it to the rails.

This allows the server to prepare the linen at the right time during Mass. This also

prevents the linen from falling.

STOLE PROTECTORS

Over time, the edge of the stole that sits on the neck of the priest may start to yellow or

lose its colour. In order to prevent this, linen stole protectors should be attached to the

centre part of the stole. These are small rectangular pieces of linen, occasionally adorned

with lace, that have the purpose of protecting the stole from damage through

perspiration. These can be sewn onto the stole, or attached in some other way. If a stole

has already started to lose its colour or yellow, it should be given to a dry-cleaner to

correct as soon as possible.

HOLY WATER

Holy water should always be made available for faithful visiting the church in order to

bless themselves upon entry and exit of the Church. This is made possible by the

presence of holy water stoops near the doorways of the church. There should also be

containers of holy water in a convenient place for the faithful to take with them. In

regards to the question of diluting holy water, the Rituale Romanum suggests that “Si

aqua benedicta in Baptisterio adeo sit imminuta, ut minus videatur sufficere, alia non

benedicta admisceatur, etiam iterato, minore tamen copia”
44

(If the holy water in the

Baptistry has so diminished, that it is foreseen it will not suffice, unblessed water may be

added even repeatedly, but in lesser quantity than the blessed each time this is done).

However, it is generally agreed upon that holy water should not be diluted more than

once. It is often debated if this applies to other types of holy water such as the water

blessed at Epiphany and Whitsunday. Therefore, non-diluted holy water should always

be used on every occasion. All holy water should be disposed of by pouring it down a

sacrarium or directly onto the earth.

RINGING OF THE CHURCH BELLS

Some churches have large church bells located on the property. These should be rung for

the Angelus at 6am, 12 midday and 6pm. The times at which the bells ring depend on

the local custom. A common practice is to ring the church bells a few minutes prior to

the start of Mass, in order to warn the faithful. Bells are also towed at the arrival of a

44
Rituale Romanum, De Materia Baptismi, 6.
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body at a funeral as well as its departure. For the burial of an infant, the bell is not

towed and should be rung with joy. It is an English custom that the bells are rung after a

Nuptial Mass has been completed.

In regard to ringing the bells during Holy Mass, there are a few options. The first is to

ring the bells in the exact same manner as the handbell. However, this can be quite

difficult. A common practice is that the church bell is rung throughout the Consecration

at Mass. For any procession, the church bell may be rung, even if there are Masses

taking place on side altars.

GLOSSARY

ABBOT - The title given to the superior of an Abbey of monks.

ABLUTIONS - The ceremonial action of cleaning and purifying the sacred vessels.

ABLUTION CUP - A small bowl containing water on the epistle side of the altar.

ABSOLUTIONS - The prayers said over the catafalque or body after a Requiem Mass.

ALB - A long white garment that is to cover the priest’s body completely.

ALTAR - The table on which the sacrifice of the Mass is to take place.
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ALTAR, CARD - Large cards that are placed on the altar for Mass and contain texts

from the Roman Missal.

ALTAR, HIGH - The main altar of a church.

ALTAR, LINENS - Linen cloths that cover the mensa of the altar.

ALTAR, SIDE - Any altar that is not the main altar of a church. These are occasionally

located in the sanctuary or along the walls of the nave.

ALTAR, STONE - A stone slab that contains the relics of martyrs and is embedded in

the mensa of an altar.

AMICE - A rectangular piece of linen that covers the neck and shoulders of a priest.

ANTEPENDIUM - A veil that covers the bottom of the altar.

ANTIMENSION - A piece of cloth that contains relics that may be used in place of an

altar stone.

APPAREL - Patches that cover the wrists, head and legs of the alb that represent the

wounds of Christ.

ASPERSORIUM - Bucket that contains Holy Water.

AUMBRY - This is recess built into a wall in which the Holy Oils are stored.

BALDACCHINO - A large canopy that covers an altar.

BAPTISTRY - The place near the entrance of the church that contains the baptismal

font and is where baptisms are performed.

BELL, CHURCH - The large bell that is in the bell tower of a church.

BIRETTA - A liturgical hat worn by priests. This typically has three horns and

sometimes a pompom.

BISHOP - The ecclesiastical ruler of a diocese or archdiocese.

BROAD STOLE - A large stole worn by the Deacon at Masses in which the folded

chasuble is used.

BUGIA - A small hand candle used at Pontifical functions.

BURSE - A square vessel that is used to transport the corporal when not in use.

CANDELABRA MAGNA - The large candles that stand on either side of the altar.

CANDLE - A stick made of wax with a wick running through the centre.

CANDLE, PASCHAL - A large candle that is blessed at the Easter Vigil and is used

during Eastertide and the Whitsun Vigil.

CANDLE, STANDARD - see Candelabra Magna.

CANDLEMAS - The feast of the Purification of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

CANDLESTICK - A stand used to hold a candle.

CASSOCK - A black clerical dress worn by clergy.

CATAFALQUE - Used in place of a body at Requiem Masses when a body is not

available.

CHALICE - A consecrated vessel that is used to hold the Precious Blood during Mass.

CHALICE VEIL - A covering for the chalice.

CHASUBLE - The outer vestment worn by a priest at Mass.
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CHASUBLE, FOLDED - The outer vestment worn by the Deacon and Subdeacon on

days of penance and fasting

CIBORIUM (ALTAR) - See Baldacchino.

CIBORIUM (VEIL) - A cover for the vessel ciborium.

CIBORIUM (VESSEL) - A chalice-like vessel used to contain more wafer for

consecration at Mass as well as the distribution of Holy Communion.

CINCTURE - A liturgical girdle.

CLAPPER - An instrument used at certain times of the liturgical year, to make a harsh

clapping noise when the handbell is not used.

COMMUNION PLATE - A plate used during the distribution of Holy Communion.

COPE - A liturgical mantle used at some ceremonies.

CORPORAL - A square-shaped piece of linen used to hold the Blessed Sacrament.

CREDENCE TABLE - A table on the epistle side of an altar used to hold items for

liturgical ceremonies.

CROSS, PROCESSIONAL - A crucifix attached to a rod that is carried in procession.

CROZIER - A hooked rod used by a bishop or abbot in their jurisdiction.

CRUCIFIX - A depiction of Jesus Christ on the cross.

CRUCIFIX, ALTAR - The crucifix of an altar.

CRUETS - The vessels used to contain water and wine at Mass.

DALMATIC - The outer vestment worn by a Deacon at liturgical ceremonies.

DOORS, GREAT WERSTERN - The main entrance doors at the western end of the

church.

EXPOSITION - The removal of the Blessed Sacrament from the tabernacle for

veneration.

EXPOSITION, PUBLIC - Exposition where the Blessed Sacrament is in a monstrance.

EXPOSITION, PRIVATE - Exposition where the Blessed Sacrament is in a ciborium.

FALDSTOOL - A chair used by bishops when they are not in their jurisdiction.

FONT, BAPTISMAL - A receptacle used to contain baptismal water, and the place at

which baptisms occur.

FONT, HOLY WATER - A container, often at the entrances to a church, used to hold

Holy Water.

FOOTPACE - The platform on which the altar stands.

GRADINE - The raised shelves or ledges that are on an altar.

HANDBELL - A small bell that is rung by a server at various liturgical ceremonies.

HAND-CANDLE - See Bugia.

HOUSELING CLOTH - A long piece of linen used for the distribution of Holy

Communion.

HUMERAL VEIL - A long veil that is worn around the back and shoulders during

liturgical ceremonies.

INCENSE BOAT - A vessel used to contain incense.

LACE - A type of decoration, made with small thread, for albs and surplices.
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LAVABO DISH - A dish used to hold water at the Lavabo at Mass.

LUNETTE - A vessel that is used to hold the Blessed Sacrament that is to be put in a

monstrance.

MANIPLE - A rectangular vestment worn at Mass that sits on the left arm.

MASS, ABBATIAL - Mass celebrated by an Abbot.

MASS, PONTIFICAL - A Mass celebrated by a Bishop.

MASS, REQUIEM - A Mass said for the dead.

MASS, NUPTIAL - A wedding Mass.

MENSA - The bench-like part of an altar.

MICHAELMAS - The feast of St Michael.

MINISTERS, SACRED - The name given to the Bishop, Priest, Deacon and

Subdeacon involved with a liturgical ceremony.

MISSAL CUSHION - A cushion used to hold the Missal at liturgical ceremonies.

MISSAL STAND - A stand used to hold the Missal at liturgical ceremonies.

MITRE - The liturgical hat worn by bishops and abbots.

MONSTRANCE - An ornate vessel used to hold the Blessed Sacrament at Public

Exposition.

MONSTRANCE VEIL - A covering for the Monstrance.

NAVE - The central part of the church, in which the faithful are present during

liturgical ceremonies.

NUPTIAL - See Nuptial Mass

OIL STOCKS - Bottles used to store the holy oils.

ORDINARY - This is the head bishop of a diocese/archdiocese.

PALL (LINEN) - A hardened cover used to cover the chalice during Mass.

PALL (REQUIEM) - A large black cloth with a white cross in the centre. This covers

the catafalque.

PALLIUM - A band worn by some prelates at liturgical functions.

PATEN - A small disc of precious metal used to hold the Blessed Sacrament at some

places during the Mass.

PURIFICATOR - A rectangular piece of linen used at Mass.

PYX - A small vessel that is used to carry the Blessed Sacrament to the sick and dying.

RELIQUARY - A stand used to hold a relic.

REQUIEM - See Requiem Mass.

REREDOS - A wall-like structure behind the altar.

ROCHET - A white tunic with tight sleeves that is worn by prelates.

SACRARIUM - A drain that empties directly into the earth.

SACRISTY - A room attached to the sanctuary that is used to contain all things needed

for liturgical ceremonies.

SANCTUARY - The part in front of the nave that contains the tabernacle and choir

stalls.
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SANCTUARY LAMP - A candle that burns perpetually by the tabernacle that contains

the Blessed Sacrament.

SANCTUS CANDLE - A small candle on the epistle side of the altar that is lit at

certain times during Mass.

SEDILIA - The chair or bench at which the Sacred Ministers sit.

SOUTANE - See Cassock.

STOLE - A liturgical vestment worn by the priest and deacon at Mass.

STOOP, HOLY WATER - See Font.

SURPLICE - A white tunic with wide sleeves.

TABERNACLE - A safe-like vessel used to contain the Blessed Sacrament. Tabernacles

are usually built into altars.

TABERNACLE VEIL - A covering for a tabernacle when it contains the Blessed

Sacrament.

THRONE (ALTAR) - A niche built into the reredos used for Public Exposition of the

Blessed Sacrament.

THRONE (CHAIR) - The chair used by a bishop in their jurisdiction.

THURIBLE - A vessel that contains charcoals used to burn incense at liturgical

ceremonies.

TUNICLE - The outer vestment used by a Subdeacon at liturgical functions.

UMBRACULUM - A liturgical umbrella used in processions.

VESPER CLOTH - A dust cloth that is laid on the mensa of an altar when not in use.

VESTIBULE - The anteroom or entrance room to a church.
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